Rosoboronexport to showcase advanced counter-terrorism and counter-crime
equipment at Expotechnostrazh 2022
Rosoboronexport JSC (part of the Rostec State Corporation) will take part in the
Expotechnostrazh-2022 International Exhibition of Advanced Technologies for Ensuring the
Security of Individuals, Society and the State. It will be held from March 16 to 18, 2022 at the
Expoforum Exhibition Center in St. Petersburg.
At the exhibition, Rosoboronexport will promote military, dual-use and civilian products as
well as special equipment developed and manufactured by Russia’s leading enterprises for
equipping counter-terrorism units, law enforcement and security agencies.
Visitors to the company’s booth can get acquainted with personal protective equipment (PPE)
kits, which include protective helmets, bulletproof vests, protective goggles, splinter-proof
clothing and knee and elbow guards. These kits feature a built-in adaptability to any conditions
achieved through their ergonomic design, the use of removable elements and a broad choice
of optional equipment.
For special law enforcement employees, Rosoboronexport will exhibit a line of the worldfamous ORSIS multi-caliber carbines, OSA non-lethal self-defense weapon, as well as the
GSh-18 pistol, PP-2000 submachine gun, ADS special two-medium assault rifle capable of
firing in the air and under water, SHAK-12 heavy assault rifle system and the effective 43-mm
GM-94 magazine grenade launcher firing non-lethal ammunition. In addition, the Infratech
imaging infrared devices and sights will be on display at the Rosoboronexport booth.
Representatives of security agencies will be interested in various electric shockers, including
the unique Cerberus electric shocker with built-in electromagnetic metal detector, which is
popular among security services at airports and other critical facilities due to its versatility. The
Kerber-T detector of explosives and dangerous chemical agents, required to reduce the risks
of terrorist threat and transit of prohibited cargo, is expected to attract visitors’ attention.
Rosoboronexport employees will hold presentations of the exhibited pieces of equipment and
provide detailed advice on their capabilities and operation features.
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